Sheena’s

Salon & Spa

NovaLash Lash Extensions are a glamorous new
way to extend the length and thickness of natural
eyelashes and a convenient and beautiful alternative
to the daily use of mascara.
Because each tapered, synthetic lash/fan is bonded
to a single natural lash, the final result is of effortless
glamour and difficult to detect even close up.

322 Main St. | Spencer, MA | 508·885·4477
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Lash Specialist

Advanced
Lash Specialist
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30 minute trial

The cost of the 30-minute trial will be deducted from the price
of your first full set.

Classic with novaMINX
The Classic lashes are available in different lengths and curls—
customized to your preference. Our lash technicians perform
one-to-one application to your natural lash.
The novaMINX lashes mimic luxurious, glossy mink fur. They
are extremely soft, flexible, and light and are known for their
“fluttering” appearance. They are also applied one-to-one to
your natural lash.
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American Volume
American Volume lashes are the thinnest and lightest lash
option. Technicians apply these lashes two-, three- or fourto-one to your natural lash, presenting a heightened, more
voluminous appearance.
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Aftercare Instructions

1

Any cosmetic product or cleanser containing glycols, organic
solvents, urea or high concentrations of alcohol should be
avoided because they can potentially break down the adhesive
bond and shorten the lifespan of the extensions.

2

Curling of Novalash Eyelash Extensions is not recommended.
The extensions are pre-curled so additional curling is not
necessary and may shorten the lifespan of the extensions by
compromising the adhesive bond.

3

Avoid pulling, picking or twisting your extensions. This can
cause damage to your natural lashes and lead to premature
shedding of your extensions.

